COOKIE POLICY

We respect your privacy and are commited to ensuring that you are properly informed as to how your
cookies can be managed.

What do cookies mean?
Small data fles are cookies. The site sends a cookie to your computer when you visit a website. It's
stored on your computer in a fle located inside your web browser.
Viruses or malware are not transferred by cookies to your computer. Because when it travels back and
forth, the data in a cookie does not change, it has no way to infuence how your computer runs, but they
act more like logs (i.e. they record user actvity and remember stat-full informatonn and they are
updated whenever you visit a website.
By accessing cookies sent via our website, we may obtain informaton about you. Various forms of
cookies keep track of various actvites. Session cookies, for example, are only used when a person is
actvely navigatng a website. The session cookie disappears once you leave the website. Please read the
relevant secton below for a more detailed list of cookies we use.

Why would cookies be useful?
To analyze how visitors use our website, we use functonal cookies, as well as track and improve the
performance and functon of our website. By quickly identfying and fxing any problems that may arise,
this allows us to provide a high-quality customer experience. For instance, we may use cookies to keep
track of which website pages are most popular and which link method is most efectve between
website pages. The later also allows us to track if another website has referred you to us and to
enhance our future advertsing campaigns.
Another use of cookies is to store your login in sessions, which means that a 'session cookie' is set when
you login to the Client’s Cabinet to deposit funds so that the website recalls that you have already
logged in. If the website has not set this cookie, as you progress through the funding process, you will be
asked for your login and password on each new page.
Furthermore, for example, functonal cookies are used to enable us to remember your preferences and
to identfy you as a user, to ensure that your informaton is safe and that it operates more reliably and
efficiently. Cookies, for example, save you the difficulty of entering your username every tme you access
our trading platorm, and remember your preferences, such as the language you want to see when you
log in.
Here is an overview of some of the functons provided to us by our cookies:


Verifcaton of your identty and detecton of the country from which you are currently visitng



Checking the type and device of the browser



Tracking from which site the user has been referred to



Allowing third partes to appropriately customize content

Type of cookies we use
• Functonal cookies: For the operaton of our website, these cookies are essental. Our sites would
not work properly without these cookies. These are saved as login informaton temporarily and expire
once the browser is closed.
• Analytcal cookies: The informaton provided by analytcal cookies enables us to analyze visitor
behavior paterns and we use that informaton to improve the overall experience or to identfy areas
that may require maintenance of the website. This informaton is anonymous (i.e. it can not be used to
identfy you and does not contain any personal informaton, such as your name or email addressn and is
used for statstcal purposes only. Behavioral cookies are comparable to analytcal cookies and
remember that you have visited a website and are using that informaton to provide content tailored to
your interests.
• Promotonal cookies: These cookies are used across websites to track visitors. The aim is to display
advertsements that are relevant and engaging to the individual user and thus more valuable to
publishers and advertsers from third partes.
• Preferences cookies: Preference cookies allow a website to remember informaton that, like your
preferred language or the region you are in, changes the way the website behaves or looks.

Administrate Cookies
By using the setngs in your web browser, you can remove cookies any tme you want. You can also
choose to disable cookies from your web browser, but this means that if you do this, our website and
other websites may not functon properly, and you may not be able to log in as a result. You can fnd
further informaton about deletng or controlling cookies at www.aboutcookies.org.
Browser setngs Do Not Track (DNTn, is a feature ofered by some browsers that sends a signal to
websites, when enabled, to request that your browsing is not tracked, such as ad networks, social
networks and analytcal companies from third partes. Currently, this website does not respond to DNT
requests.

Additional Details
Please contact support@hextraprime.com if you have any specifc questons or concerns concerning
cookies.
We are commited to maintaining the security of your personal informaton. Please read our Privacy
Policy for more informaton on how we handle your data.

